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Abstract—The packet loss and power consumption are the main issues considered once congestion occurs in any network, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) with a huge number of sensors and applications. Since IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) is not initially designed for high stream traffic load, this restricts the application domain of RPL in several IoT scenarios such as burst traffic scenarios. The performance of RPL suffers in a network with burst traffic load, which leads to reducing the lifetime of the network and causing traffic congestion among the neighbour nodes. Therefore, to address this issue, we proposed a Burst and Congestion-Aware Metric for RPL called BCA-RPL, which calculates the rank, considering the number of packets. Also, the proposed mechanism includes congestion avoiding and load balancing techniques by switching the best parent selection to avoid the congested area. Our scheme is built and compared to the original RPL routing protocol for low power and lossy network with OF0 (OF0-RPL). Simulation results based on Cooja simulator shows BCA-RPL performs better than the original RPL-OF0 routing protocol in terms of packet loss, power consumption and packet delivery ratio (PDR) under burst traffic load. The BCA-RPL significantly improves the network where it decreases the packet loss around 50% and power consumption to an acceptable level with an improvement on the PDR of the IoT network.

Index Terms—Internet-of-Things, RPL, Routing, Objective Function, Packet Loss, Load Balancing, and Congestion Avoiding.

I. INTRODUCTION

In routing protocol for low power and lossy networks (RPL) load balancing is managed by using a route request technique which selects the efficient path without dealing with the congested area. However, in a burst traffic scenario, multiple sensor nodes in a network start generating high data packet rate which causes congestion. Thus, packet overflow at buffer nodes occurs in the network [1].

The performance of RPL on evaluation and analysis basis has been studied intensively in the literature with varying scenarios and network setups. In the study [2] the authors perform an extensive experiment in order to analyze the performance of the RPL routing protocol in terms of topology stability. Similarly, the authors in [3] evaluate the RPL performance using the data collection model, the author compares the results with the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP), the comparison shows that RPL has better performance in terms of Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) and power consumption. The study in [4] investigates the two standard RPL objective functions using different density networks, in terms of PDR and power consumption, where each node is placed under random and grid topology. Through different experimentations, the authors demonstrate the packet reception ratio affected the performance of the routing structure. Similarly, the authors in [5] survey the RPL with exhaustive information on building RPL routing protocol, objective function, DODAG models, and the best route selection for nodes in Low Power and Lossy Networks (LLNs).

Since traffic congestion causes remarkable issues for IoT networks, supporting a burst traffic network with a load balancing feature can help to mitigate the impact. We can leverage IoT to drive venue efficiency in burst traffic network through several initiatives such as traffic management, building performance, and stadium security to improve the game-day experience as shown in Fig.1. In our study, we monitor all building systems from a centralized area to track metrics such as energy costs and optimize building performance using different network density. This will help people enter and exit the venue, find parking, and navigate to various parts of the stadium by using mobile apps, cameras, and sensors especially in the peak time when congestion occurs.

In this study, through simulation of burst traffic scenario, we demonstrate high packet loss and power consumption with the standard RPL with OF0. We introduced an effective improvement to support RPL performance in the burst traffic scenarios even in the high-density network. We focused on reducing the packet loss as well as the power consumption within a good PDR in LLN, we used two techniques, avoiding congestion technique by switching the parent node, and load balancing technique by considering the number of packets in the parent selection algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section II mentions the background and related work. Section III defines the problem with RPL protocol for burst traffic. In Section IV, we present our solution. Section V shows performance evolution and enhancement. In Section VI, we conclude our
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of nodes will switch their prefer parents repeatedly in order to address the load balancing issue. This will cause congestion and unnecessary cost. Therefore, we propose a congestion-aware routing metric that is a composite of three metrics including OF0, rank, and the number of received packets.

The RPL routing protocol was designed for handling the low power and lossy network, there are several features still missing and need to be covered such as self-healing mechanism as well as load balancing. Regarding this fact, RPL is not able show the capability to support a network with burst traffic, which mean, once the traffic rate becomes in a high level during burst mode, then RPL will not be able to handle it as it should be, comparing to the regular traffic. Regarding this issue, the IoT network with RPL routing protocol will suffer from many problems consist of load imbalance and congestion, where a high packet loss and high-power consumption will be generated. The problem becomes complicated in burst traffic when the network density is increased.

Fig. 2 presents an example of congestion avoiding technique, when a network is suffering from the instability, which is caused once nodes start switching their preferred parent without any methods to check the traffic load in advance to reach load balancing. In the first RPL tree, seven nodes have been selected to build the network, where only one node is a source node (S) and six other nodes are destination nodes. Four nodes from the six nodes have selected node number 1, with a smaller number of packets when it received DIO from it. However, in the second RPL tree, a new DIO from node 1 with updated routing table information which causes all the four nodes to change the preferred parent to node number 6, which has a smaller number of packets than node 1. In fact, it becomes a loop in a switching parent whenever the neighbour’s nodes receiving new DIO which ensuing load alternation but with no balancing.

**IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION**

In this study, we have solved the load balancing and congestion problem in the RPL routing protocol under burst traffic networks. We introduced a new lexically metric called BCA-RPL (Load Balancing and Congestion Aware for RPL Routing Protocol). The proposed metric applies a load balancing using the hop-count metric as a primary metric to compute the rank. Also, to provide a parent selection mechanism for each node to select its neighbour’s node as candidate parent; whenever the candidate parent set is selected, the second metric focus on switching to another parent with respect to the number of packets received from neighbours in order to avoid the congestion area.

**A. The Load-Balancing Technique**

In the RPL routing process, nodes are sending a packet to another node including routing information in order to build the RPL DODAG [18]. The routing information includes ID node, queue size, received packet, and power, among others. Also, each node receives a specific number of packets from the neighbour nodes during this procedure is part of the load balancing technique [19]. To do so, we monitor the number of packets in order to assess the traffic load as an important factor in choosing an efficient route. Also, we provide a proper arrangement to compute the path with exact intervals. In this case, we will build the path every time based on the present value of the traffic load for the nodes with less power consumption, each time the node is sending a packet. In fact, we need an efficient route to control the traffic load whenever the number of packets on a path increases. Thus, the link efficiency of the initial optimal path needs to be adjusted with the traffic load information on the path. Therefore, we provide a technique to compute the path dynamically on exact time based on the number of packets. The traffic size of each node becomes balanced via the network by distributing the traffic across all the neighbour nodes with a smaller number of packets.

**B. The Congestion Avoiding Technique and Parent Selection Algorithm**

Our scheme avoids the bottlenecks area in a burst traffic scenario. The proposed OF lexically combines the hop count with the traffic indicator metric (TrafficInd). The hop count metric is employed by a node to select candidate parents and then the traffic indicator metric is used to apply the load balancing technique in case of having more than one candidate parent in the parent set. Fig. 3 showed a flow chart of the BCA-RPL implementation over RPL. In this section, we describe the implementation of load balancing technique and merge it with the congestion avoiding of the high packet stream nodes over the standard RPL routing protocol using the OF0.

The steps of our proposed algorithm for the parent selection procedure are shown in Algorithm 1. The trafficInd metric is calculated by each node in order to consider the number of received packets from its children over a specified period of time. In order to implement BCA-RPL, several enhancements have been made to the standard RPL routing protocol. These enhancements are mentioned as steps in the following:

**Stage 1:** whenever any node in the network sends a message to another node, the sender node must check the information of its routing table in order to find a route towards the destination node. In this case, if the path is available in the routing table then S will send the message to the neighbour node. If it is not available in the routing table then the message stays in a
Algorithm 1: Selection of the Best Parent Algorithm

```
1: procedure CONGESTION AVOIDING
2: Function selectBestParent(A1, A2)
3: Input: A1, A2 (two candidate parents)
4: Output: Best_Parent (BP)
5: if A1 or A2 = BP then  \(\Rightarrow\) A1 or A2 is Best Parent
6:    if A1.Rank = A2.Rank then
7:        if A1.TrafficInd < A2.TrafficInd – x then
8:            Return A1
9:        else if A2.TrafficInd < A1.TrafficInd – x then
10:           Return A1 or BP
11:    else if A1. Rank < A2. Rank – y then
12:        Return P1
13:    else if A2. Rank < A1. Rank – y then
14:        Return A1 or BP
15:    else
16:        if A1. Rank = A2. Rank then
17:            if A1. TrafficInd < A2. TrafficInd then
18:                Return A1 or A2 \(\Rightarrow\) Consider number of packets
19:            else if A2. Rank < A1. Rank then
20:                Return A1 or A2 \(\Rightarrow\) Consider number of packets
```

queue. Also, the S node starts to send DIS to its neighbours to initiate the discovery process.

Stage 2: we have reduced the number of packets loss of the node that involved in building the RPL DODAG tree based on the congestion avoiding technique. However, the PDR of these nodes should be enough to send the data packet over the congestion avoiding technique. However, the PDR of node that involved in building the RPL DODAG tree based on the congestion avoiding technique. We apply a method before sending the messages to the following hop. This process checks the number of packets of the sender node. If the number of packets in the node is relatively high, then the process will turn into another candidate node in order to avoid the congestion. After doing this, the current path deleted from the routing table. This leads the S node to initiate the discovery process again using the DIO messages and finds a new path to the node in order to achieve load balancing.

Stage 3: to merge the load balancing technique with the congestion avoidance technique, we apply a method before sending the messages to the following hop. This process checks the number of packets of the sender node. If the number of packets in the node is relatively high, then the process will turn into another candidate node in order to avoid the congestion. After doing this, the current path deleted from the routing table. This leads the S node to initiate the discovery process again using the DIO messages and finds a new path to the node in order to achieve load balancing.

V. Performance Evaluation

In this study, we evaluated the RPL routing protocol and optimize it in terms of packet loss, power consumption and PDR. RPL performance is analyzed after extensive experimentation using Cooja simulator on Contiki operation system. The simulator results showed that the congestion and unbalanced traffic are increased in the burst traffic scenarios, especially when the high-density network is increased.

A. Simulation Environment Setup

We have used the standard IoT simulator, called Cooja simulator, it is been known as a very suitable tool for IoT network development. To run our scenario, we have used the SKY mote type to build a network with one source node (sink) located in the point of (50, 50) and the remaining destination nodes (sender) are distributed randomly, all the nodes are distributed within 1000 meters in a squared area. As in Table I, we have employed two metrics in our RPL network including OF0-RPL and BCA-RPL in order to compare the standard OF–RPL with the enhanced BCA-RPL. Also, the network consists of different density of nodes (10, 20, 30, 40, 50) the experiments have been verified in a burst traffic scenario with 30 apps.

B. Results

The simulation results were compiled for experiments under burst traffic load networks using random topologies. We evaluated the performance of RPL using OF0-RPL and BCA-RPL. We located the sink in the middle. The results present the impact of the used metric on the RPL behaviour in terms of packet loss rate, power consumption, and PDR as shown in Fig. 5. Congestion increases as the density network increases where the problems of packet loss and power consumption will get worse. Therefore, it becomes more complicated to reduces the traffic load balancing opportunities in the network.

- The RPL packet loss rate within OF0-RPL and BCA-RPL

In Fig. 5, we observed that the packet loss rate increased in a regular manner when the number of nodes increased for both OF0-RPL and BCA-RPL, except for the network with 10 to 20 nodes where the packet loss ratio is zero even in burst traffic. Also, suddenly the packet loss ratio value increases once the density network is 30 nodes under burst traffic (30 or more). Moreover, a high packet loss is recorded once RPL-OF0 is used in a high-density network with burst traffic scenarios and

Table I: SIMULATION PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective Function (OF)</td>
<td>OF0-RPL, BCA-RPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Load (PPS)</td>
<td>30pps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density Network</td>
<td>10, 20, 30, 40 AND 50 Motes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX Ratio</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX Range</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mote Startup Delays</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topologies</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>900 second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reached to 74% and 91% for (40 and 50 nodes respectively). While these percentages are reduced for the same scenarios to become only 39% and 46% for (40 and 50 nodes respectively) using our new metric BCA-RPL.

- The RPL power consumption impact within OF0-RPL and BCA-RPL

Fig. 6, demonstrates the power consumption RPL with BCA-RPL is better than the OF0-RPL - the power consumption increases as network density increases. Also, the results show that the power consumption values of OF0-RPL in a low-density network (10 to 20 nodes) is about 2.75kb to 2.89kb respectively. While it is 2.83 to 2.94 once BCA-RPL is used than 0.98 whenever the burst traffic mode is generated (more than 30 pps). Moreover, we observed that the highest values of power consumption occur once a network with the high-density network of 50 nodes is applied for both OF0-RPL and BCA-RPL, where power consumption values reached 7.32kb for OF0-RPL and 6.08kb for BCA-RPL. It means BCA-RPL is reducing the usage of the power of RPL routing protocol under burst traffic in different density network especially in the high-density network.

- The RPL packet delivery ratio impact within OF0-RPL and BCA-RPL

Fig. 7 demonstrates the BCA-RPL enhances PDR for OF0-RPL with almost 1.00% PDR for both metrics OF0-RPL and BCA-RPL once 10, 20 and 30 nodes are used under burst traffic. On the other hand, the PDR is suddenly decreased once the number of nodes reaches to 40 nodes in both metrics OF0-RPL and BCA-RPL with 0.62% and 0.64% respectively.
Similarly, once the number of nodes is increased to 50 nodes, a lowest PDR percentage was recorded with 0.48 and 0.54 for OF0-RPL and BCA-RPL respectively.

Figure 7. The PDR values under different network density.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have tackled two major issues with RPL: the load balancing and congestion area in the RPL routing protocol under burst traffic networks. To this conclusion, we introduced a new lexically metric called BCA-RPL. The proposed metric applies two techniques, the first technique is the load balancing technique by using the hop-count metric as a primary metric to compute the rank. The second technique is the congestion avoidance technique by switching the best parent selection to avoid the congested area. By extensive experimentation based on Cooja simulator, we demonstrated that BCA-RPL worked efficiently with RPL and attained an enhancement in terms network packet loss with 50% reduction, power consumption and PDR with an acceptable level of the IoT network. We compared BCA-RPL and OF0-RPL performance, BCA-RPL performances better than the original OF0-RPL under burst traffic load with different density networks.
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